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We show that a magnetic dipole in a shear flow under the action of an oscillating magnetic field displays
stochastic resonance in the linear response regime. To this end, we compute the classical quantifiers of
stochastic resonance, i.e., the signal to noise ratio, the escape time distribution, and the mean first passage time.
We also discuss the limitations and role of the linear response theory in its applications to the theory of
stochastic resonance.
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The dynamics of periodically driven stochastic systems
has been an active field of research in recent years @1#. This
kind of system arises frequently in the fields of physics,
chemistry, and biology. Examples are found in problems in-
volving transport at the cellular level @2,3#, optical and elec-
tronic devices @4#, and signal transduction in neuronal tissue
@5,6#, to cite just a few.
A particularly interesting phenomenon, occurring in peri-
odically driven nonlinear noisy systems, is stochastic reso-
nance ~SR! @7#. This term refers to the enhancement of the
response of the system to a coherent signal when the inten-
sity of the noise grows, instead of the degradation that one
naively expects. The mechanism leading to this phenomenon
is quite simple. Imagine a system that exhibits an energetic
activation barrier. In the presence of noise, the system can be
assumed to surmount this barrier with a rate proportional to
e2DE/D, where DE is the height of the barrier and D is the
intensity of the noise acting on the system. The inverse of
this rate defines the average waiting time T(D) between two
noise-induced transitions. In the presence of a periodic forc-
ing, the height of the barrier is periodically raised and low-
ered. When the period of the external force synchronizes
with 2T(D), the barrier surmounting will be enhanced by the
cooperative effect of the noise and the periodic forcing.
Although originally proposed for systems in a double-
well potential, this original scheme has been extended. In
fact, it is known that SR is exhibited by several classes of
monostable system, among which one might mention excit-
able and threshold systems @8–11# or systems that do not
follow an activated dynamics but a relaxational dynamics
@12,13#.
In this paper we will show that a magnetic dipole im-
mersed in a shear flow exhibits stochastic resonance when a
weak oscillating magnetic field is acting on it. The presence
of this flow takes the system out of equilibrium causing cer-
tain peculiarities in the behavior of the system. In order to
treat this problem we will analyze the response of the system
in the linear regime. A previous study of the dynamics of a
dipole under an oscillating magnetic field has revealed that
linear response theory ~LRT! predicts a monotonically de-
creasing behavior for the ratio between the output signal and
the output noise or signal-to-noise ratio ~SNR!, i.e., for very1063-651X/2001/63~4!/041112~12!/$20.00 63 0411weak applied fields the dipole does not exhibit SR @13#. In
the present case there is a new ingredient, absent in @13#: the
presence of the shear flow, which is the determinant for
many interesting aspects of the dynamics of this system. Ad-
ditionally, although we show the existence of SR in the lin-
ear regime, we discuss the limitations and role of LRT in its
application to the theory of SR, mainly related to questions
concerning the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we analyze
the dynamics of a dipole in a shear flow and find the fixed
points. Section III is devoted to studying the response of the
system to an oscillating magnetic field by computing the
susceptibility. In Sec. IV we calculate the power spectrum
and the signal-to-noise ratio. In Sec. V we compute the es-
cape time distribution and from it the mean first passage
time. Finally, in Sec. VI we discuss our results.
II. DYNAMICS OF A DIPOLE IN A SHEAR FLOW:
FIXED POINTS AND THEIR STABILITY
We consider a dilute colloidal suspension of ferromag-
netic dipolar spherical particles, with magnetic moment mW
5msRW
ˆ
, where RWˆ is a unit vector accounting for the orienta-
tion of the dipole; the magnetic moment is therefore rigidly
attached to the particles. Each dipole is under the influence
of a shear flow with vorticity VW 52v0zWˆ , with zWˆ being the unit
vector along the z axis, and of an oscillating field HW
5He2ivtxWˆ , with xWˆ being the unit vector along the x axis. The
dynamics of these dipoles is governed by the following equa-
tion of motion:
I
dVW p
dt 5m
W 3HW 1jrS 12 VW 2VW pD , ~1!
where I is the moment of inertia of the particles, jr
58ph0a3 is the rotational friction coefficient, h0 the sol-
vent viscosity, and a the radius of the particle. For t@tr ,
with tr5I/jr being the inertial time scale, the motion of the
particle enters the overdamped regime. This time scale de-
fines a cutoff frequency vr5tr
21
, such that the condition for
overdamped motion is equivalent to v!vr . In this case Eq.©2001 The American Physical Society12-1
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hydrodynamic torques acting on each particle,
mW 3HW 1jrS 12 VW 2VW pD50, ~2!
which, together with the rigid rotor evolution equation
dRWˆ
dt 5V
W p3RW
ˆ
, ~3!
leads to the dynamic equation for RWˆ ,
dRWˆ
dt 5v0$zW
ˆ1l~ t !~RWˆ 3xWˆ !%3RWˆ . ~4!
Here l(t)[(msH/jrv0)e2ivt, with VW p being the angular
velocity of the particle.
The computation of the fixed points of Eq. ~4! when the
magnetic field is held constant, i.e., l(t)5l05const, and
their linear stability analysis are given in detail in Appendix
A. After some algebra Eq. ~4! becomes
dRWˆ
dt 5v0@zW
ˆ3RWˆ 1lxWˆ 2lRWˆ ~RWˆ xWˆ !# . ~5!
For l0>1, this equation has only a linearly stable station-
ary state. The orientation of the suspended particles is fixed
to
RWˆ s5A12l22xWˆ 1l21yWˆ . ~6!
This means that in this regime the hydrodynamic torque,
which tends to cause the rotation of the particles, is insuffi-
cient to overcome the magnetic torque, which maintains their
constant orientation.
For l0,1, which is the case we are interested in, the
particles undergo a rotation around a fixed axis lying in the
y-z plane, the director of this axis being given by
RWˆ s56A12l2yWˆ 1lzWˆ . ~7!
In this case the hydrodynamic torque is strong enough to
make the dipole precess around the orientation RWˆ s , Eq. ~7!
~see Appendix A!.
III. RESPONSE TO AN OSCILLATING MAGNETIC FIELD
The analysis of Sec. II was carried out for the determin-
istic dynamics of a magnetic dipole in a shear flow. Fluctua-
tions are introduced by means of a Brownian torque. The
corresponding Langevin equation is
dRWˆ
dt 5v0H l~ t !~RWˆ 3xWˆ !1zWˆ1 1jrv0 ~RWˆ 3FW B~ t !!J 3RWˆ , ~8!
04111where FW B(t) is a Gaussian white noise of zero mean and
correlation function
^FW B~ t !FW B~ t8!&52jrkBTd~ t2t8!. ~9!
The Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to Eq. ~8! is
given by
] tC~RW
ˆ
,t !5@L01l~ t !L1#C~RWˆ ,t !, ~10!
where L0 and L1 are operators defined by
L052v0zWˆRW 1DrRW 2, ~11a!
L152v0RWˆ xWˆ 2v0~RWˆ 3xWˆ !RW , ~11b!
with Dr5kBT/jr being the rotational diffusion coefficient
and RW 5RWˆ 3]/]RWˆ the rotational operator. Notice that the first
and second terms on the right hand side of Eq. ~11a! corre-
spond to convective and diffusive terms, respectively. More-
over, Eq. ~10! which, according to Eq. ~8!, rules the Brown-
ian dynamics in the case of overdamped motion, is valid in
the diffusion regime. This regime is also characterized by the
condition t@tr , or equivalently v!vr , which implicitly
involves the white noise assumption.
To solve the Fokker-Planck equation ~10! we will assume
that l0[ul(t)u constitutes a small parameter such that this
equation can be solved perturbatively. Thus up to first order
in l the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation ~10! is
C~RWˆ ,t !5e (t2t0)L 0C0~ t0!1E
t0
t
dt8l~ t8!e (t2t8)L0L1C0~ t8!.
~12!
Here C0(t8)5e (t82t0)L 0C0(t5t0) is the zero order solution
at time t8, and
C0~RWˆ ,t5t0!5d~RW
ˆ
2RWˆ 0!, ~13!
with RWˆ 0 being an arbitrary initial orientation. As follows
from Eq. ~11a!, the unperturbed operator L0 is composed of
the operators Rz and R 2, which are proportional to the or-
bital angular momentum operators of quantum mechanics Lz
and L2, respectively, and, therefore, their eigenfunctions are
the spherical harmonics @14#
RzY l m~RWˆ !5imY l m~RWˆ !, ~14a!
R 2Y l m~RWˆ !52l~ l11 !Y l m~RWˆ !. ~14b!
Given that we know how RW acts on the spherical harmon-
ics, it is convenient to expand the initial condition in series
of these functions, since the spherical harmonics constitute a
complete set of functions that are a basis in the Hilbert space
of the integrable functions over the unit sphere @15#:2-2
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ˆ
2RWˆ 0!5(
l50
‘
(
m52l
l
Y l m* ~RW
ˆ
0!Y l m~RW
ˆ !.
~15!
Using this expansion in Eq. ~12!, for the first order correction
to the probability density DC[C2C0, we obtain
DC~RWˆ ,t !5(
l50
‘
(
m52l
l E
t0
t
dt8l~ t8!Y l m* ~RW
ˆ
0!
3e (t2t8)L0L 1e (t82t0)L0Y l m~RWˆ !. ~16!
Notice that the integral of DC(RWˆ ,t) over the entire solid
angle is zero, in agreement with the fact that the unperturbed
solution C0(RWˆ ,t) is normalized.
Since we are interested in the asymptotic behavior we will
set t0→2‘ . In this limit, Eq. ~12! becomes
C~RWˆ ,t !5
1
4p H 11E2‘t dt8l~ t8!e (t2t8)L02RWˆ xWˆ J , ~17!
where now
DC~RWˆ ,t !5
1
4pE2‘
t
dt8l~ t8!e (t2t8)L02RWˆ xWˆ , ~18!
and
C0~RWˆ ,t !5
1
4p ~19!
is the uniform distribution function on the unit sphere.
From Eq. ~18! the contribution of the ac field to the mean
value of the orientation vector RWˆ can be obtained as
RWˆ ~ t !5E dRWˆ RWˆ DC5 14pE2‘
t
dt8l~ t8!E dRWˆ RWˆ e (t2t8)L02RWˆ xWˆ .
~20!
This equation can be written in the more compact form
Rˆ i~ t !5E
2‘
t
dt8l~ t8!x i~ t2t8!, ~21!
where the response function @16# has been defined as
x i~t!5
1
4pE dRWˆ Rˆ ietL02RWˆ xWˆ ~22!
for t.0.
By causality, we can write t→‘ in the upper limit of the
integral in Eq. ~21!; hence, this equation becomes
Rˆ i~ t !5x i~v!l~ t !, ~23!
where x i(v) is the generalized susceptibility, which is the
Fourier transform of x i(t),04111x i~v!5
1
4pE2‘
‘
dteivtE dRWˆ Rˆ ietL02RWˆ xWˆ . ~24!
From this equation we obtain the components of the suscep-
tibility:
xx~v!5
1
3 H F 2Dr4Dr21~v2v0!2 2i ~v02v!4Dr21~v2v0!2G
1F 2Dr4Dr21~v1v0!2 1i ~v01v!4Dr21~v1v0!2G J ,
~25!
xy~v!5
1
3 H F ~v02v!4Dr21~v2v0!2 1i 2Dr4Dr21~v2v0!2G
1F ~v01v!4Dr21~v1v0!2 2i 2Dr4Dr21~v1v0!2G J ,
~26!
xz~v!50. ~27!
The quantities xx and xy have poles at v56v062Dri . The
inverse of the imaginary part of these poles (2Dr)21 defines
the Brownian relaxation time.
IV. POWER SPECTRUM
In order to discern whether or not SR is present in the
relaxation process of the system under consideration we
compute the power spectrum, which, following the Wiener-
Khinchine theorem, is given by the Fourier transform of the
correlation function @17,1#. Since we will take as output sig-
nal the projection of RWˆ parallel to the magnetic field, i.e., Rˆ x ,
we compute only the correlation function of this quantity.
The correlation function of Rˆ x is defined by
^Rˆ x~ t !Rˆ x~ t1t!uRW
ˆ
0~ t0!&
5E dvWˆ E duWˆ uˆ xvˆ xC~vWˆ ,t;uWˆ ,t1tuRWˆ 0 ,t0!, ~28!
where the initial condition is taken as C(RWˆ ,t0)5d(RWˆ 2RWˆ 0).
The above quantity can be calculated from the solution of the
Fokker-Planck equation simply by recalling the following
properties of a Markov process @17#:
C~vWˆ 1 ,t1 ; . . . ;vWˆ n ,tn!
5C~vWˆ 1 ,t1!C~vWˆ 1 ,t1uvWˆ 2 ,t2 ; . . . ;vWˆ n ,tn!,
C~vWˆ 1 ,t1uvWˆ 2 ,t2 ; . . . ;vWˆ n ,tn!5C~vWˆ 1 ,t1uvWˆ 2 ,t2!. ~29!
where t1.t2..tn . By combination of these two prop-
erties Eq. ~28! becomes2-3
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ˆ
0~ t0!&
5E dvWˆ vˆ xC~vWˆ ,tuRWˆ 0 ,t0!E duWˆ uˆ xC~uWˆ ,t1tuvWˆ ,t !.
~30!
To proceed further, we compute first the integral over uWˆ in
Eq. ~30!. From Eq. ~12!, if t.0,
C~uWˆ ,t1tuvWˆ ,t !5etL0d~uWˆ 2vWˆ !1E
t
t1t
ds l~s !
3e (t1t2s)L0L 1esL0d~uWˆ 2vWˆ !
5C0~uW
ˆ
,t1tuvWˆ ,t !1DC~uWˆ ,t1tuvWˆ ,t !;
~31!
thus we have
E duWˆ uˆ xC~uWˆ ,t1tuvWˆ ,t !5E duWˆ uˆ xC0~uWˆ ,t1tuvWˆ ,t !
1E duWˆ uˆ xDC~uWˆ ,t1tuvWˆ ,t !.
~32!
The results of these integrals are
E duWˆ uˆ xC0~uWˆ ,t1tuvWˆ ,t !52A2p3 @e2(2Dr2iv0)tY 11~vWˆ !
1e2(2Dr1iv0)tY 121~vWˆ !# ,
~33a!
E duWˆ uˆ xDC~uWˆ ,t1tuvWˆ ,t !
52(
l50
‘
(
m52l
l
Y lm* ~vWˆ !E
t
t1t
ds l~s !E duWˆ
3A2p3 $@e2(2Dr2iv0)(t1t2s)Y 11~uWˆ !
1e2(2Dr1iv0)(t1t2s)Y 121~uWˆ !#e2[l(l11)Dr1imv0]s
3L1Y lm~uWˆ !%. ~33b!
~for the detailed derivation, see Appendix B!.
After introducing these expressions into Eq. ~30! we ob-
tain three terms corresponding to an expansion of the corre-
lation function in powers of l(t), of zeroth, first, and second
order, respectively. The presence of this driving yields an
explicit dependence of the correlation function on the time t,
instead of its depending only on the time difference, as oc-
curs in the stationary case. The method for removing this
dependence on the initial time is to average the correlation
function over a period of the driving @1#. After doing this the04111first order term vanishes, and consequently we do not worry
about it and compute only those whose average gives a non-
zero contribution, i.e., the zeroth and second order terms.
Taking this into account, and by applying Eq. ~12! to
C(vWˆ ,tuRWˆ 0 ,t0),
^Rˆ x~ t !Rˆ x~ t1t!uRW
ˆ
0~ t0!&
;E dvWˆ E duWˆ uˆ xvˆ xC0~vWˆ ,tuRWˆ 0 ,t0!C0~uWˆ ,t1tuvWˆ ,t !
1E dvWˆ E duWˆ uˆ xvˆ xDC~vWˆ ,tuRWˆ 0 ,t0!DC~uWˆ ,t1tuvWˆ ,t !,
~34!
where the sign ; indicates that the terms which vanish after
averaging over the period of the driving have been neglected
~although the average has not been performed yet!. After
introducing the corresponding expressions for C(vWˆ ,tuRWˆ 0 ,t0)
and by using Eq. ~33! we obtain
^Rˆ x~ t !Rˆ x~ t1t!&;S 4p3 D
2
2e22Drt cos~v0t!1S 2p3 D
3
l2~ t !
3eivtU E
0
‘
dt8eivt8xx~ t8!U2 ~35!
~the details of this computation are given in Appendix B!,
where we have defined
^Rˆ x~ t !Rˆ x~ t1t!&[
1
4pE dRWˆ 0^Rˆ x~ t !Rˆ x~ t1t!uRWˆ 0~ t0!&.
~36!
At this stage, and before applying the Fourier transform to
the correlation function to obtain the power spectrum of the
process Rˆ x(t), we average Eq. ~35! to obtain
^Rˆ x~ t !Rˆ x~ t1t!&5
v
2pE0
2p/v
dt^Rˆ x~ t !Rˆ x~ t1t!&
5S 4p3 D
2
2e22Drt cos~v0t!
1S 2p3 D
3
l0
2eivtU E
0
‘
dt8eivt8xx~ t8!U2.
~37!
This computation has been carried out with the assump-
tion that t is a positive quantity. To extend our computation
to t,0 we have to use the backward Fokker-Planck equa-
tion. The operator that generates the backward evolution of
the probability distribution is 2L † @18#, L being the Fokker-
Planck operator and L † its adjoint operator. Consequently
the formal solution of the backward Fokker-Planck, equiva-
lent to Eq. ~12!, is given by (t,t0)2-4
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†
C0~ t0!
1E
t0
t
dt8l~ t8!e2(t2t8)L 0
†L 1C0~ t8!. ~38!
As in the case of the operator L0, the spherical harmonics are
eigenfunctions of 2L 0† with eigenvalues given by
2L 0†Y lm~RWˆ !5@ l~ l11 !Dr2imv0#Y lm~RWˆ !. ~39!
Thus the process to follow in the calculation of the correla-
tion function for t,0 is identical to the corresponding com-
putation for t.0 but changing the eigenvalues of the opera-
tor L0 to those of 2L 0† , which yields
FIG. 1. Signal-to-noise ratio as a function of the inverse of the
Pe´clet number Pe215Dr /v0. We have represented nondimensional
quantities.04111^Rˆ x~ t !Rˆ x~ t1t!&5S 4p3 D
2
2e2Drt cos~v0t!
1S 2p3 D
3
l0
2eivtU E
0
‘
dt8eivt8xx~ t8!U2
~40!
for t,0.
We now apply to this averaged correlation function ~now
defined for 2‘,t,‘) the Wiener-Khinchine theorem,
which states that the power spectrum and the correlation
function are related through a Fourier transform. Thus,
Q~V!5E
2‘
‘
dt^Rˆ x~ t !Rˆ x~ t1t!&eiVt
5N~V!1S~v!d~V2v!, ~41a!
N~V!5S 4p3 D
2F 2Dr4Dr21~V1v0!2 1 2Dr4Dr21~V2v0!2G ,
~41b!
S~v!5S 2p3 D
3
l0
2uxx~v!u2. ~41c!
Since our purpose is to discern whether or not SR is
present in the relaxation process of the quantity Rˆ x(t), we
proceed to compute the signal-to-noise ratio R, i.e., the ratio
between the weight of the d function in Eq. ~41a! and the
noisy part of Q(V) computed at the frequency of the driv-
ing. From Eqs. ~25! and ~41! we achieveR5
S~v!
N~v! 5l0
2 6
p
3
$2Dr /@4Dr
21~v1v0!
2#12Dr /@4Dr
21~v2v0!
2#%21$~v1v0!/@4Dr
21~v1v0!
2#1~v2v0!/@4Dr
21~v2v0!
2#%2
2Dr /@4Dr
21~v1v0!
2#12Dr /@4Dr
21~v2v0!
2#
.
~42!This quantity has been plotted in Fig. 1 as a function of the
inverse of the Pe´clet number Pe215Dr /v0, which measures
the ratio between the time scales associated with diffusion
~thermal noise! and flow. The presence of a maximum in R
for a nonzero value of this parameter shows the existence of
stochastic resonance in the relaxation process of a dipole in a
shear flow. In addition to the slow relaxation to the single
attractor of the dynamics, our model includes another effect,
which hides, to some extent, the SR profile. To understand
this, note that even though the signal is too weak, it never-
theless causes the position of the attractor of the dynamics to
vary, and so the output will always have a nonzero compo-nent at the signal frequency. This fact causes the SNR to go
to infinity in the zero noise limit @19#.
V. MEAN FIRST PASSAGE TIME
In this section we study the behavior of the escape time
distribution and the mean first passage time of the magnetic
dipole immersed in a shear flow. To this end, we have to
account for the fixed point orientations of Eq. ~4! in the case
l0,1. In this situation there is a single fixed point corre-
sponding to an orientation contained in the plane x50 or,
equivalently, f5p/2. However, when l(t).0 this station-2-5
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subspace z,0 (cos u,0) if l(t),0. Therefore, we are go-
ing to study the escape from the region z.0 (cos u.0) as-
suming that the initial orientation of the dipole is contained
in this region. Consequently, we have to solve the Fokker-
Planck equation ~10! with absorbing boundary conditions in
the plane cos u50 @20,21#, i.e.,
C~cos u50,f ,t !50. ~43!
Since this escape problem will be treated perturbatively,
the first step is to analyze the eigenvalue problem of the
operator L0 @Eq. ~11!# under the boundary condition ~43!. It
is easy to check that the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues
are the same with the restriction that only those spherical
harmonics that vanish at cos u50 are solutions of this eigen-
value problem. From the parity properties of the associated
Legendre functions @15#, one can see that Eq. ~43! selects
only the spherical harmonics such that l1m52n11 with
n50,1, . . . . Thus, we have
C~RWˆ ,t !5 (
^l ,m&
alm~ t !Y lm~RW
ˆ !, ~44!
where ^l ,m& denotes that the sum is carried out over 0<l
,‘ and 2l<m<l restricted by l1m52n11.
In order to evaluate the mean first passage time ~MFPT!,
we have to compute first the survival probability S(RWˆ 0 ,t)
and the escape time distribution ~ETD!, which are related
through
r~RWˆ 0 ,t !52
d S~RWˆ 0 ,t !
dt , ~45!
where S(RWˆ 0 ,t) is defined by
S~RWˆ 0 ,t !5ERdRWˆ C~RWˆ ,tuRWˆ 0!
5E
0
2p
dfE
0
1
d~cos u!C~cos u ,f ,tuRWˆ 0!, ~46!
with R the region from which we are studying the escape
problem ~in the present case cos u.0), and RWˆ 0PR the initial
orientation of the dipole. The probability distribution
C(RWˆ ,tuRWˆ 0) is obtained from Eq. ~12! with the boundary con-
ditions ~43! and the initial condition
C~RWˆ ,t50 !5d~RWˆ 2RWˆ 0!5 (
^l ,m&
Y lm* ~RW
ˆ
0!Y lm~RW
ˆ !. ~47!
Before proceeding to obtain the survival probability, there
are some facts to consider that will facilitate further compu-
tation. Looking at Eq. ~46!, one can see that, due to the
integration over the azimuthal angle, only terms with m50
contribute to S(RWˆ 0 ,t). Consequently, the selection rule l041111m52n11 reduces to keeping only the odd values of l. In
addition, we are interested only in the modes with greater
relaxation times. Therefore, from the whole series Eq. ~44!
we are interested only in the term l51, m50. Thus, our
purpose is to obtain the coefficient a10(t) up to first order in
l(t) from Eqs. ~10! and ~43!. Up to zeroth order, we have
a10
(0)~ t !5e22DrtY 10~RW
ˆ
0!. ~48!
Obtaining the first order contribution a10
(1)(t) requires
somewhat more elaborate calculation. To proceed further
with this computation, the operator L1 acting on Y lm(RWˆ )
yields
L1Y lm~RWˆ !522v0A2p3 @Y 11~RWˆ !1Y 121~RWˆ !#Y lm~RWˆ !
2v0FA4p3 Y 10~RWˆ !Ry
2iA2p3 @Y 11~RWˆ !2Y 121~RWˆ !#RzGY lm~RWˆ !,
~49!
where the action of Rz on Y lm(RWˆ ) is given by Eq. ~14a! and
RyY lm~RWˆ !52
1
2 $
A~ l2m !~ l1m11 !Y lm11~RWˆ !
2A~ l1m !~ l2m11 !Y lm21~RWˆ !%. ~50!
From Eqs. ~49! and ~50! together with the rules for the ad-
dition of angular momenta familiar from quantum mechanics
@14# and the selection rule l1m52n11 imposed by the
boundary condition ~43!, one can deduce that only the term
Y 261(RWˆ ) contributes to a10(1)(t). The rules of addition of an-
gular momenta imply that the product of two spherical har-
monics Y lmY pq has a projection onto a third spherical har-
monic Y rs only when m1q5s . On the other hand, these
same rules impose the restriction that the product Y lmY pq
projects only onto subspaces such that ul2pu<r<l1p . By
using these restrictions one can see that when one takes l
51 and m50 in Eq. ~49! one obtains a vanishing contribu-
tion and only when l52 and m561 is the contribution to
a10
(1)(t) different from zero. All other contribution of higher
values l are explicitly excluded by the rule ul2pu<r<l1p .
Taking these considerations into account and by using the
results2-6
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4pE0
2p
dfE
0
1
d~cos u!Y 11~RW
ˆ !Y 221~RW
ˆ !Y 10~RW
ˆ !
5
9
80pA
5
3p ,
3
4pE0
2p
dfE
0
1
d~cos u!Y 121~RW
ˆ !Y 21~RW
ˆ !Y 10~RW
ˆ !
5
9
80pA
5
3p ,
3
4pE0
2p
dfE
0
1
d~cos u!Y 10~RW
ˆ !Y 20~RW
ˆ !Y 10~RW
ˆ !
5
3
20pA
5
4p . ~51!
we obtain the first order correction to the coefficient a10(t):
a10
(1)~ t !52v0
l0
40A
15
4pSA22 12A3 D
3H Y 21~RWˆ 0! 4Dr1i~v2v0!16Dr21~v2v0!2
1Y 221~RW
ˆ
0!
4Dr1i~v1v0!
16Dr
21~v1v0!
2J . ~52!
Equations ~48! and ~52! together with Eqs. ~44! and ~46!
allows us to obtain the survival probability S(RWˆ 0 ,t), which is
given by04111S~RWˆ 0 ,t !5pA 34pY 10~RWˆ 0!e22Drt2
v0
40A
15
4pSA22 12A3 D
3H Y 21~RWˆ 0!e22DrtE
0
t
dtl~t!e2(4Dr1iv0)t
1Y 221~RW
ˆ
0!e
22DrtE
0
t
dtl~t!e2(4Dr2iv0)tJ .
~53!
This quantity is directly related to the MFPT, since
T~RWˆ 0!5E
0
‘
dt t r~RWˆ 0 ,t !5E
0
‘
dt S~RWˆ 0 ,t !, ~54!
where we have used Eq. ~45!. Consequently, the MFPT is
given by
T~RWˆ 0![T0~RW
ˆ
0!1DT~RW
ˆ
0!,
T0~RW
ˆ
0!5pA 34p
A12l2
2Dr
,
DT~RWˆ 0!5T0Fl0240A 154pSA22 12A3 D
33v0A 524pH ~v2v0!16Dr21~v2v0!2
1
~v1v0!
16Dr
21~v1v0!
2J G , ~55!
where we have taken RWˆ 05RW
ˆ
s . In Fig. 2 we have plotted the
quantity DT/T0. The figure shows that this quantity exhibits
a minimum, as required for the appearance of SR.
The knowledge of the survival probability allows us to
obtain the ETD r(RWˆ 0 ,t). From Eqs. ~45! and ~53! the ETD is
given byr~RWˆ 0 ,t !5e22DrtF 2DrpA 34pY 10~RWˆ 0!2l0 2Dr40 A 154pSA22 12A3 D
3H Y 21~RWˆ 0! 2Dr1i~v2v0!16Dr21~v2v0!2 Y 221~RWˆ 0! 2Dr1i~v1v0!16Dr21~v1v0!2J 1l0 140A 154pSA22 12A3 D
3$Y 21~RW
ˆ
0!e
2[4Dr1i(v2v0)]tY 221~RW
ˆ
0!e
2[4Dr1i(v1v0)]t%G ~56!
By taking RWˆ 05RW
ˆ
s , we finally obtain
e2Drt
2DrA12l02
Dr5
v0l0
2
40p
A75S A2
2
12A3 D H e24Drt2 $sin@~v2v0!t#1sin@~v1v0!t#%
2F ~v2v0!
16Dr
21~v2v0!
2
1
~v1v0!
16Dr
21~v1v0!
2G J , ~57!
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the amplitude of the oscillating field is set to zero.
The succession of maxima in the ETD ~see Fig. 3! indi-
cates that the dynamics of a magnetic dipole suspended in a
shear flow under a periodic field exhibits SR.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have shown that the relaxation process of a dipole
immersed in a shear flow exhibits SR upon application of a
weak periodic field. To this end we have computed three
quantities typically used to characterize SR, namely, the
signal-to-noise ratio, the escape time distribution, and the
mean first passage time. All of them behave as expected for
a process in which SR occurs.
Previous work devoted to analyzing whether or not SR is
present in the relaxation process of an overdamped dipole in
a fluid at rest has shown that this phenomenon does not occur
in the linear regime @13#. Effectively, linear response theory
predicts a maximum in the signal, i.e., in the susceptibility,
as a function of the noise level. However, the SNR decreases
monotonically with the noise level. This behavior can be
easily understood. In the limit of zero noise the output of the
system has a small component ~proportional to the applied
field! at the frequency of the signal whereas the background
noise vanishes at zero noise level, this behavior being re-
sponsible for the monotonic dependence of the SNR on the
noise intensity.
In our case, the situation is completely different. When
the fluid in which the dipole is suspended is submitted to a
pure rotation ~vortex flow!, both output signal and output
background noise exhibit a peak at the same value of Dr ~see
Fig. 4!. Consequently, although the background noise van-
ishes when Dr goes to zero, the characteristic SR profile of
the SNR cannot be completely hidden, as shown in Fig. 1.
This feature arises as a consequence of the presence of shear
acting on the suspension; thus, the appearance of SR in the
system studied in this paper is a nonequilibrium feature.
In a sense, the mechanism yielding SR in this system is
similar to the one operating in SR in threshold devices
FIG. 2. Mean first passage time as a function of the parameter
a5v/v0. The presence of a minimum reveals the existence of
stochastic resonance. Pe215Dr /v050.08. We have represented
nondimensional quantities.04111@9,10#. Due to the presence of noise, the dipole can eventu-
ally acquire enough energy to get out from its stable orien-
tation by crossing the absorbing barrier ~the threshold!
cos u50. After this, the system is driven to its stable posi-
tion. This process produces a short spike in the magnetiza-
tion. Of course, the time that the system takes to return to the
fixed point has to be smaller than the semiperiod of the os-
cillating magnetic field. Thus, SR in this system can be un-
derstood in the same way as, for example, the SR in level
crossing detectors @9#.
LRT has been one of the most widely used tools in the
study of stochastic resonance @22#. When the system is in
thermal equilibrium in the absence of the external periodic
force, a very adequate way of describing stochastic reso-
nance is in terms of the susceptibility. This is because the
noisy part of the power spectrum is given directly by the
susceptibility through the fluctuation-dissipation theorem,
Im x~V!5
V
2Dr
N~V!. ~58!
FIG. 3. Escape time distribution for a dipole in a shear flow
under an oscillating magnetic field. The succession of maxima is a
signature of the presence of stochastic resonance in this system.
Pe215Dr /v050.08 and a5v/v050.7. We have represented
nondimensional quantities.
FIG. 4. Output signal and output background signal as functions
of the inverse of the Pe´clet number. Solid line represents the quan-
tity S(Pe21)v0 /l02 whereas dashed line represents N(Pe21). We
have taken a50.1. We have represented nondimensional quantities.2-8
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density is given by N(V) have the thermal equilibrium state
as reference state @16#.
However, in the present case we are dealing with a system
that is maintained in an out-of-equilibrium steady state due
to the presence of a shear flow. It is evident from Fig. 5,
where we have plotted the imaginary part of the susceptibil-
ity corresponding to Rˆ x and the noisy part of the power spec-
trum, that these two quantities are clearly different. Note
that, if v050, i.e., the system in the absence of the periodic
field is in equilibrium, the relation ~58! is fulfilled. Thus we
have shown that, although we can define a susceptibility that
describes the response of our system to a small perturbation,
we cannot describe SR by means of LRT. The reason can be
found in the fact that due to the nonequilibrium nature of the
attractor of the dynamics the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
fails to be valid.
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APPENDIX A: LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS
OF THE FIXED POINTS OF EQ. 4
From Eqs. ~3! and ~4! one can see that the time derivative
of RWˆ vanishes either when VW p50W or when VW p3RW
ˆ
50W . In the
first case we have
VW p5v0$zW
ˆ1l0~RW
ˆ
s3xW
ˆ !%50)zWˆ52l0RWˆ s3xWˆ . ~A1!
FIG. 5. Comparison between the imaginary part of the suscep-
tibility of the signal Rˆ x ~solid line! and the noisy part of the spec-
trum computed from the Fokker-Planck equation ~dashed line!.
Pe215Dr /v050.08. We have represented nondimensional quanti-
ties.04111From this equation, and taking into account that uRWˆ su51, we
obtain that the stationary orientation is
RWˆ s56A12l022xWˆ 1l021yWˆ . ~A2!
This solution exists only when l0>1 and corresponds to a
fixed orientation of the dipoles, given that the intensity of the
magnetic field is high enough to maintain this fixed direc-
tion.
The second possibility leads to
zWˆ3RWˆ s52l0~RW
ˆ
s3xW
ˆ !3RWˆ s52l0@xWˆ 2~xWˆ RWˆ s!RWˆ s# . ~A3!
Equation ~A3! provides two equations for three unknowns. If
one sets Rˆ z50 one recovers Eq. ~A2!. If, by contrast one
makes Rˆ x50 then a different stationary orientation is ob-
tained,
RWˆ s5l0yW
ˆ
6A12l02zWˆ , ~A4!
which exists only when l0<1. This orientation gives rise to
a rotation of the dipoles with angular velocity
VW s5v0A12l02$A12l02zWˆ6l0yWˆ %, ~A5!
since, in this case, the field is not strong enough to inhibit the
rotation caused by the shear flow.
The linear stability of these fixed points is better analyzed
in spherical coordinates. Taking into account that
~RWˆ 3xWˆ !3RWˆ 5xWˆ 2RWˆ ~RWˆ xWˆ !, ~A6!
we obtain
1
v0
dRˆ x
dt 5l0~12R
ˆ
x
2!2Rˆ y ,
1
v0
dRˆ y
dt 52l0R
ˆ
xRˆ y1Rˆ x , ~A7!
1
v0
dRˆ z
dt 52l0R
ˆ
xRˆ z .
After expressing the components of RWˆ in spherical coordi-
nates, we obtain the following bidimensional dynamical sys-
tem:
1
v0
du
dt 5l0 cos u cos f ,
~A8!
1
v0
df
dt 52l0
sin f
sin u 11,
where u and f are the polar and azimuthal angles, respec-
tively. By linearization of Eqs. ~A8! around the l0>1 fixed
points we obtain the matrix2-9
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~A9!
which implies that, if l0 is positive, the orientation corre-
sponding to chosing the sign 1 in Eq. ~A2! is stable, while
the other one is unstable.
The same linearization procedure carried out around the
l,1 fixed points leads to
A~l0,1 !5S 0 l02A12l02
2l0
2A12l02 0
D . ~A10!
The eigenvalues of this matrix are given by
a56il02A12l02. ~A11!
APPENDIX B: COMPUTATION OF EQS. 33 AND 35
In this Appendix we work out in detail some steps of the
computation of the power spectrum corresponding to the re-
laxation process of a dipole under an oscillating magnetic
field in a shear flow; in particular, we calculate the integrals
that yield Eqs. ~33! and ~35!. From Eqs. ~31! and ~32!,
E duWˆ uˆ xC~uWˆ ,t1tuvWˆ ,t !5I11I2 , ~B1a!
I15E duWˆ uˆ xC0~uWˆ ,t1tuvWˆ ,t !5E duWˆ uˆ xetL0d~uWˆ 2vWˆ !,
~B1b!
I25E duWˆ uˆ xDC~uWˆ ,t1tuvWˆ ,t !
5E duWˆ uˆ xE
t
t1t
ds l~s !e (t1t2s)L0L1esL0d~uWˆ 2vWˆ !.
~B1c!
To begin with we focus on the integral I1, which can be
rewritten as
I15E duWˆ ~etL 0†uˆ x!d~uWˆ 2vWˆ !, ~B2!
where L 0† is the adjoint operator of L0 defined by
E duWˆ A~L0B!5E duWˆ ~L 0†A!B ~B3!
with A and B two arbitrary observables. Explicitly, L 0† is
given by
L 0†5v0RWˆ 0RW 1DrR 2,
L 0†Y lm~RWˆ !5@2l~ l11 !Dr1iv0m#Y lm~RWˆ !, ~B4!041112and therefore Eq. ~B2! reads
I152A2p3 E duWˆ @e2(2Dr2iv0)tY 11~uWˆ !
1e2(2Dr1iv0)tY 121~uWˆ !#d~uWˆ 2vWˆ !
52A2p3 @e2(2Dr2iv0)tY 11~vWˆ !1e2(2Dr1iv0)tY 121~vWˆ !# ,
~B5!
leading to Eq. ~33a!. In Eq. ~B5! we have used the relation
uˆ x52A2p3 @Y 11~uWˆ !1Y 121~uWˆ !# . ~B6!
To compute the integral I2, we have to use the following
representation of the d function:
d~uWˆ 2vWˆ !5(
l50
‘
(
m52l
l
Y lm* ~vWˆ !Y lm~uWˆ !. ~B7!
After introducing this expression into Eq. ~B1c! we obtain
I25(
l50
‘
(
m52l
l
Y lm* ~vWˆ !E
t
t1t
ds l~s !E duWˆ ~e (t1t2s)L 0†uˆ x!
3L 1esL0Y lm~uWˆ !
5(
l50
‘
(
m52l
l
Y lm* ~vWˆ !E
t
t1t
ds l~s !e2[l(l11)Dr1imv0]s
3E duWˆ ~e (t1t2s)L 0†uˆ x!L1Y lm~uWˆ !, ~B8!
and, by using Eq. ~B6!, Eq. ~B8! yields Eq. ~33!, i.e.,
I252A2p3 (l50
‘
(
m52l
l
Y lm* ~vWˆ !E
t
t1t
ds l~s !
3E duWˆ $@e2(2Dr2iv0)(t1t2s)Y 11~uWˆ !
1e2(2Dr1iv0)(t1t2s)Y 121~uWˆ !#
3e2[l(l11)Dr1imv0]sL1Y lm~uWˆ !%. ~B9!
Once these expressions have been obtained we can com-
pute the correlation function given by Eq. ~34!,
^Rˆ x~ t !Rˆ x~ t1t!uRW
ˆ
0~ t0!&;E dvWˆ vˆ xC0~vWˆ ,tuRWˆ 0 ,t0!I1
1E dvWˆ vˆ xDC~vWˆ ,tuRWˆ 0 ,t0!I2 ,
~B10!-10
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C0~vWˆ ,tuRW
ˆ
0!5e
tL0d~vWˆ 2RWˆ 0!
5(
l50
‘
(
m52l
l
Y lm* ~RW
ˆ
0!e
2[l(l11)Dr1imv0]tY lm~vWˆ !,
DC~vWˆ ,tuRWˆ 0!5E
0
t
dr l~r !e (t2r)L0L 1erL0d~vWˆ 2RWˆ 0!
5(
l50
‘
(
m52l
l
Y lm* ~RW
ˆ
0!E
0
t
dr l~r !
3e2[l(l11)Dr1imv0]re (t2r)L0L1Y lm~vWˆ !,
~B11!
where the initial time t0 has been fixed to zero and Eq. ~B7!
has been used.
Equations ~B11! provide the evolution of the probability
distribution under the condition of the system being initially
in the state RWˆ 0. Since a priori nothing is known about this
initial condition, we assume that RWˆ 0 is a random variable
uniformly distributed over the orientation space; conse-
quently we average the correlation function over the distri-
bution of initial states @Eq. ~36!#. Taking into account that
1
4pE dRWˆ 0Y lm* ~RWˆ 0!5d l ,0dm ,0 , ~B12!041112the average of the correlation function over initial conditions
is given by
^Rˆ x~ t !Rˆ x~ t1t!&;I31I4 , ~B13a!
I3[
1
4pE dvWˆ vˆ xI1 , ~B13b!
I4[
1
A4p
E dvWˆ vˆ xE
0
t
dr l~r !e (t2r)L0L1Y 00~vWˆ !I2 .
~B13c!
After introducing Eqs. ~B5! and ~B6! into ~B13b!, we obtain
I35
1
4pE dvWˆ 2p3 @Y 11~vWˆ !1Y 121~vWˆ !#
3@e2(2Dr2iv0)tY 11~vWˆ !1e2(2Dr1iv0)tY 121~vWˆ !#
5
4p
9 e
22Drt cos~v0t!, ~B14!
where the orthogonality relation for the spherical harmonics,
E dvWˆ Y pq* ~vWˆ !Y lm~vWˆ !5 4p2l11 ~ l1m !!~ l2m !! d l ,pdm ,q ,
~B15!
has been used. On the other hand, from Eqs. ~B9! and
~B13c!,I452
1
3A
2p
3 (l50
‘
(
m52l
l E
0
t
dr l~r !E
t
t1t
ds l~s !E dvWˆ H [Y 11(vWˆ )1Y 121(vWˆ )][e2(2Dr2iv0)(t2r)Y 11(vWˆ )
1e2(2Dr1iv0)(t2r)Y 121(vWˆ )]Y lm* (vWˆ )E duWˆ $[e2(2Dr2iv0)(t1t2s)Y 11(uWˆ )1e2(2Dr1iv0)(t1t2s)Y 121(uWˆ )]
3e2[l(l11)Dr1imv0]sL1Y lm(uWˆ )J . ~B16!
Let us focus our attention on the integral over vWˆ :
E dvWˆ @Y 11~vWˆ !1Y 121~vWˆ !#@e2(2Dr2iv0)(t2r)Y 11~vWˆ !1e2(2Dr1iv0)(t2r)Y 121~vWˆ !#Y lm* ~vWˆ !
5E dvWˆ Y 11~vWˆ !e2(2Dr2iv0)(t2r)Y 11Y lm* ~vWˆ !1E dvWˆ Y 121~vWˆ !e2(2Dr1iv0)(t2r)Y 121~vWˆ !Y lm* ~vWˆ !
1E dvWˆ Y 121~vWˆ !e2(2Dr2iv0)(t2r)Y 11~vWˆ !Y lm* ~vWˆ !1E dvWˆ Y 11~vWˆ !e2(2Dr1iv0)(t2r)Y 121~vWˆ !Y lm* ~vWˆ !. ~B17!
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from quantum mechanics, which imply that the product of
two spherical harmonics Y pqY rs has a nonvanishing projec-
tion over a third spherical harmonic Y lm only when the rela-
tions up2ru<l<r1p and q1s5m are fulfilled, it is easy
to see that these integrals will give a nonzero result only
when l50,1,2 @14#. In addition, for the integrals containing
the products Y 161(vWˆ )Y 161(vWˆ ) the parameter m has to be
m562 whereas it must be m50 for the integrals with
Y 161(vWˆ )Y 171(vWˆ ) to yield a nonzero contribution. However,
although these integrals give a nonvanishing contribution in
principle, note that when we perform the integral over the
variable uWˆ in Eq. ~B16! the terms introduced by these con-
tributions finally yield, by the orthogonality property of the
spherical harmonics, a vanishing result. Thus, only l50 and
m50 contributes to I3. Taking this into account and using
Eq. ~B15!,041112I45S 2p3 D
3E
0
t
dr l~r !$e2(2Dr2iv0)(t2r)1e2(2Dr1iv0)(t2r)%
3E
t
t1t
ds l~s !$e2(2Dr2iv0)(t1t2s)
1e2(2Dr1iv0)(t1t2s)%. ~B18!
Finally, performing the changes of variables t85t2r and
t95t1t2s and using Eq. ~25! we obtain
I45S 2p3 D
3
l2~ t !e2ivtS E
0
‘
dt e2ivtxx~ t ! D 2. ~B19!
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